
Freshwater studies, particularly pond dipping, are
a fascinating way for all ages to learn about the
diversity of life. This resource is not written as a
comprehensive ID guide to creatures, but as a tool
to help study freshwater habitats and minibeasts and
to aid understanding and appreciation of the natural
world, in line with national curriculum aims.

Ideas have been provided for use in school and
in the field. Use this pack and these resources in
conjunction with the many ID guides and books
available. We find that FSC’s (Field Studies Council)
Freshwater Name Trail is an excellent guide to use. 

Ponds are important for wildlife and an easy
habitat to create in your own garden or school
grounds. Countryside ponds are also very important.
National projects exist to increase their numbers,
as well as to study the importance of garden ponds
to biodiversity.

Schools, villages, farms, rivers, Needham Lake,
gravel extraction sites and other natural and
man-made ponds all provide great resources for the
study of freshwater habitats and can provide havens
for wildlife. 

Freshwater habitats and open water bodies do
change over time as ponds are neglected or created,
holes are dug in the ground for aggregates
extraction or water supply for livestock, etc. The
variable weather and climate also affects water
bodies in major ways. Even a puddle can provide
a brief home for a minibeast!     

The wildlife area used at Needham Lake for pond
dipping is bigger than a conventional pond, but is
great for study as it contains a rich variety of
creatures and plant life. Flood waters from the River
Gipping or Needham Lake mean that interesting
finds are made; even on a small scale, a pike looks
quite impressive! You will not find all the amazing
creatures that exist each time you pond dip. A
young pond for instance may not provide rich
pickings for study, but is worth investigating and
monitoring over time.

Freshwater studies can
also be carried out in rivers, if appropriate
and safe sites can be located. This could be an
interesting study for older children, looking at
different features of still and flowing water and
adaptations of particular creatures to their
environment, as well as monitoring water quality.

Many pond creatures spend part of their life on the
land. Many freshwater insects fly as adults in the
summer. This highlights the dependency of species
on a variety of habitats and shows how important it
can be to study minibeasts on land too, helping
children to better understand lifecycles, adaptations
and food chains. 

How to use Project Ponds  

This is a practical, hands-on resource designed for
use by students carrying out study in the classroom
and on the ground, around a pond. The worksheets,
aimed at KS11 and KS22, and ‘How to pond dip’ are
also for use in situ, but you may wish to photocopy
these for each pupil or group. 

Using this resource will help students to understand
the creatures that live in a pond environment, to
observe and record their features and habits, make
comparisons and discover similarities. Opportunities
exist to think about adaptations, life cycles and food
chains. Students are encouraged to think about
creatures’ well being, as well as their own.  

Welcome to Project Ponds

Contact UsDiscovery Project andCountryside Team  
Telephone: 01449 724632, email: discoveryproject@midsuffolk.gov.uk

or visit the Discovery Project andCountryside pages at:www.midsuffolk.gov.uk
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It’s great to do

some research

before exploring

your local pond

or undertaking

a field trip…

There are obvious links to the Science curriculum for
KS 1- 3, but here are some cross-curricular ideas to
expand the topic and reflect on learning…  

Why don’t you…? 

• Have fun with nature games (see web links )
• Visit a zoo or museum to see creatures great and

small, past and present
• Explore your school grounds and local area – such

as ponds and streams 
• Create your own pond – however big or small,

you could benefit wildlife in your school grounds
or garden  

ICT
• Make the most of all the great websites

out there! Activities and resources for
students and teachers are readily
available

• Digital photography – don’t forget your
camera on a visit! 

• Create movies of ...

Citizenship
• Water pollution 
• Care of living things 
• Water safety 
• Humans and the wider

food web

Humanities
• Study ordnance survey maps. Compare

current maps to historical maps from 
the 18th and 19th centuries and look 
for changes in land use and fresh
water habitats

• Research the history and future of ponds
and freshwater habitats i.e. old quarry sites,
moats, farm ponds, reclaimed land, etc.

Science 

• Investigate creature features

and adaptations for the

creatures you find in the pond

Maths
• Produce graphs and charts from the

results of your pond dipping
• If your pond is a sensible size take

measurements of width and depth
and create a cross section

Art and Design

• Recreate a giant pond on the wall using a

variety of techniques and materials

• Food chain mobiles. Think about materials

that represent textures and the ‘look’ of

the animals and plants in the habitat

• Build a recycled bug 

• Magnify a picture or photo of a creature

and draw a section in detail

• Puppet making and show

Literacy 
• Write a story or a poem such as “A year in the

life of...(a creature found in the pond)”. This
could utilise information gathered from a
practical activity, life cycles, food chains etc.

• Write and perform a pond life play 
• Develop a word bank 
• Persuasive writing and spoken debate on the

benefits and disadvantages of quarrying and
land restoration…Needham Lake is just one
local example.

• Discuss ponds and freshwater and the characteristics

of these habitats and ecosystems

• Research local freshwater habitats; small- and large-scale 

• Start thinking about the creatures you might find when

pond dipping and features to identify them

• Learn how to use a basic key or identification (ID) chart


